SimpleCapture
Self-Learning Data Capture Solution
SimpleCapture is a simple
affordable
solution
for
automating information capture
from paper-based workflows. It
allows an organization to reduce
data-entry efforts by 50% or
more by automating your data
extraction efforts.
SimpleCapture

reduces

your

direct out-of-pocket expenses
for manual key entry while
simultaneously improves your
document processing speed.
Anywhere
you
have
paper-based
information
needing to be entered into
business critical applications
SimpleCapture will help you
save TIME and MONEY!

KEY BENEFITS
ACCELERATE BUSINESS PROCESSES
Increase customer satisfaction and capture
new business by automating data capture &
eliminating manual data entry
TIME SAVING
Reduces document processing time by as
much as 80%
QUICK SET UP
Process multiple formats of incoming documents in seconds without complicated templates or expensive programming.
EASY TO OPERATE
Eliminate expensive training that can cost
thousand per person and delay benefits.
- Full training for operators takes 1 hour

SimpleCapture provides out-of-the-box data capture capabilities
without the need for costly integration and extensive labor force
retraining. It reduces the time and cost required to process thousands of forms per month, with an easy-to-install, easy-to-use
approach.
Unlike most other data capture products, it does not require
setting up form templates and can intelligently learn documents
on the fly as the operator processes them.
SimpleCapture easily captures incoming paper and electronic
documents from your MPFs, desktop and department scanners
and fax servers. Users can associate each source with a profile,
or document class, for example invoices. The product ships with
default profiles for popular document types, such as invoices,
purchase orders, bills of lading and many more. Additional
custom profiles may also be created, in a Wizard-based mode,
without any scripting. It takes minutes and doesn’t require training.
SimpleCapture can automatically cross-validate and reconcile
captured results with database lookups and business rules,
for both individual fields and line item table data. Captured documents, data and meta-data can be stored to databases, archival
systems, accounting and document management systems, and
more.
During document capture, the operator’s selections can make the
system more intelligent thanks to its self-learning capabilities. The
more documents you process, the more intelligent it becomes!
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- Full training for administrators takes
3 hours
SELF-LEARNING CAPABILITY
Increase your cost saving over time with
Artsyl’s unique Auto-Find:
- Automatically learns and locates data
fields on invoices and other forms as
you work
FAST ROI
Achieve a return on investment in as little as
three to four months
NO PAGE LIMIT LICENSE
A range of licensing options that fit any budget
and requirements:
- Page-unlimited licenses
- Low-cost versions for small business
MULTIPLE ECM/ERP SYSTEM SUPPORT
Integration with multiple front-end & back-end
workflows & applications
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